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1 IntroductionDEX (Decision EXpert) is an expert system shell for multi-attribute decisionmaking. Its main purpose is to support the decision maker in solving complexmulti-attribute decisions such as selecting an applicant for a job, choosing a kindof technology, buying a house, performance evaluation of complex systems andmany more. Such decisions commonly occur in real life and are the decisionswhere there are many options with their good and bad points that have to beevaluated, analysed and/or compared against each other.The theory which underlies this program is based on a new approach to multi-attribute decision making, which emphasizes the importance of the decision makerin the decision making process (Bohanec et al 1983; Bohanec & Rajkovi�c 1987;Rajkovi�c et al 1988). The decision maker is encouraged to learn and explore his\decision space" by de�ning the attributes that seem to be relevant, and the wordswhich describe levels of the attribute. Instead of relying upon arcane mathematicalformulae embedded in the program to weight up the options, the program elicitsthe user's own \decision knowledge". This is expressed simply and naturally assimple facts (also called elementary decision rules), such as:If the price is high and the quality is low,then the option is not acceptable.This method of knowledge representation is used in many expert systems andarti�cial intelligence programs. When implemented as DEX, this approach todecision-making turns out to be highly exible. The program is enjoyable andinteresting to use. By exploring his decision space, the user gains an insight on theprocess of making decisions, learning and extending his powers of discriminationto a real expert level.This document gives some basic information about DEX and the underlyingmethodology. The text begins with a brief introduction of multi-attribute deci-sion making. Then, the main characteristics of the DEX approach are outlined.Stages of the decision making process are presented together with the functionso�ered by DEX. The presentation is illustrated by excerpts from an applicationof DEX in performance evaluation of enterprises (Barrera & Bohanec 1987; Bo-hanec & Rajkovi�c 1990). This is followed by some technical and historical data.The document ends with the description of DEX applications, summary of DEX'sfeatures and bibliography. 1



2 Multi-Attribute Decision MakingThe decision making problem can be, in general terms, de�ned as follows:Given a set of options and goals of one or more decision makers, �nd the optionthat best satis�es the goals or, alternatively, rank the options from the best to theworst according to the goals. Here, options (also called alternatives) are objects oractions of (approximately) the same type, for example di�erent computer systems,di�erent people applying for a particular job, or di�erent investment strategies.Problems of this kind can be found in almost any �eld of human activity, rangingfrom everyday personal decisions to complex problems in economy, management,planning, medicine, etc. The complexity usually originates in� complex and often incomplete, uncertain or conicting knowledge of how tode�ne and achieve the goals,� numerous and/or loosely de�ned options,� a large number of parameters that inuence the decision,� the presence of several groups of decision makers with conicting objectives,and� limited resources (for example, time constraints).A number of methods and computer programs have been developed in order tosupport the decision makers in solving more or less complex problems. They areusually studied within the framework of decision support systems, operations re-search and management sciences, decision theory or decision analysis. One of theapproaches which is widely used in practice (and in DEX, too) is multi-attributedecision making.The main idea of multi-attribute decision making is the decomposition of a decisionproblem into smaller, less complex subproblems. Options are decomposed ontodi�erent dimensions, usually called attributes, performance variables, criteria, etc.These are evaluated independently. The total utility of an option is obtained bysome aggregation procedure, commonly referred to as a utility function. The utilityis then used as a basis for the selection of a particular option or ranking of options.2



3 DEX: Basic ApproachIn DEX, the multi-attribute approach to decision making is combined with someelements of expert systems and machine learning. In particular, the structure ofattributes and aggregation procedures is treated as an explicit knowledge base thatconsists of:1. one or more trees of attributes,2. utility functions,3. descriptions of options.The structure of the knowledge base is similar to the structure of preference modelsthat can be found in many conventional decision support systems. However, theintroduction of expert systems is reected in the following di�erences:1. In conventional systems, attributes are almost exclusively numerical (quanti-tative); DEX, on the other hand, allows only discrete (qualitative) attributeswhich take values from discrete and (optionally) ordered domains. The val-ues are usually words like \high" or \good", or intervals of numerical values,for example \$100{250".2. Usually, utility functions are speci�ed by a certain formula, most commonlya weighted sum. In DEX, they are de�ned by simple rules called elementarydecision rules.3. DEX emphasizes the transparency, comprehensibility and explainability ofthe knowledge base and obtained evaluation results. These are the prop-erties that are usually not present in the conventional systems, which arecharacterized by the so called \black-box" functioning.In addition, DEX is an expert system shell, meaning that it does not contain anyprede�ned knowledge base. However, it o�ers various tools that support the usersin de�ning and utilizing knowledge bases for their speci�c problems.4 Stages of Decision Making with DEXWith DEX, the decision maker goes through distinct stages. Iteration and amend-ment to earlier stages are permitted, as the user's decision knowledge progresses.3



Stage 0: Identify the problem. The user is assumed to have already identi�edthe problem to be solved, e.g., which car to buy, which investment scenario toimplement, whom to employ or how to evaluate the performance of enterprises. Inparticular, it is assumed that he can provide a few attributes which are relevantto the problem. For example, the attributes that determine the performance of anenterprise can be RETURN, PROFIT, LIQUIDITY, etc. It is important not tobe too concerned with producing an exhaustive list of attributes at this stage, justenough to express some of the more important features of the decision.This stage is usually performed o�-line, i.e., without the direct use of DEX.Edit Groups View Report QuitÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ KNOWLEDGE BASE ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ1Í¸³ ENTERP ³³ ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍ» ³³ ºENTERPº ³³ ÈÍÍÑÍÍÍ¼ ³³ ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿ ³³ ³ ³ ³ ³³ ÉÍÍÏÍÍÍ» ÉÍÍÍÏÍÍÍÍ» ÚÄÁÄ¿ ³³ ºFINANCº ºECONOMICº ³SOC³ ³³ ÈÍÍÑÍÍÍ¼ ÈÍÍÍÑÍÍÍÍ¼ ÀÄÄÄÙ ³³ ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿ ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿ ³³ ³ ³ ³ ³ ³ ³³ ÉÍÍÏÍÍÍ» ÉÍÍÏÍÍÍ» ÉÍÍÍÏÍÍÍ» ÉÍÍÍÏÍÍÍÍ» ÚÄÁÄ¿ ³³ ºRETURNº ºLIQUIDº ºPRODUCTº ºCAPACITYº ³FOR³ ³³ ÈÍÍÑÍÍÍ¼ ÈÍÍÑÍÍÍ¼ ÈÍÍÍÑÍÍÍ¼ ÈÍÍÍÑÍÍÍÍ¼ ÀÄÄÄÙ ³³ ÚÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄ¿ ÚÄÄÁÄÄ¿ ÚÄÄÁÄÄ¿ ÚÄÄÁÄÄ¿ ³³ ³ ³ ³ ³ ³ ³ ³ ³ ³³ ÉÍÍÏÍÍÍ» ÉÍÍÍÏÍÍÍ» ÚÄÁÄ¿ ÚÄÁÄ¿ ÚÄÁÄ¿ ÚÄÁÄ¿ ÚÄÁÄ¿ ÚÄÁÄ¿ ³³ ºPROFITº ºPROF-ABº ³LIQ³ ³dLQ³ ³PRD³ ³dPD³ ³CAP³ ³dCP³ ³³ ÈÍÍÑÍÍÍ¼ ÈÍÍÍÑÍÍÍ¼ ÀÄÄÄÙ ÀÄÄÄÙ ÀÄÄÄÙ ÀÄÄÄÙ ÀÄÄÄÙ ÀÄÄÄÙ ³³ ³³ ³ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙF2-Save F5-Edit F6-Zoom Out F7-Insert F8-Zoom In F10-MenuFigure 1: Tree editor of DEX: A part of the tree of attributes for the performanceevaluation of enterprises is shownStage 1: Attributes and their structure. The starting set of attributes (or \per-formance variables") is entered into DEX. Each attribute needs to be describedin some way. This is done by using a list of words or numbers which the userfeels adequately describe his sensitivity to that variable. A typical list of values,known as an attribute domain, could be: small, medium, high. The variables maybe described in purely linguistic terms, but numerical scales may be used whereappropriate, e.g., the number of doors on a car, price of machine, pro�tability as aratio of assets and liability, etc. Variables are then structured into a tree (Fig. 1).4



In this stage, DEX o�ers a exible tree editor (Fig. 1). It supports all the functionsthat are needed for the construction and maintenance of a tree of attributes, suchas copying, moving and deletion of (sub)trees, and insertion of new attributes.Trees can be presented at di�erent levels of detail. In addition, there are specialwindows for editing attributes and their domains.Edit View Report Settings QuitÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ UTILITY FUNCTION ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ3Í¸³ Attribute: ENTERP Group: ICPE ENTERP ³³ Defined rules: 50 of 50 (100%) Function determined:100% ³³ ³³ FINANC ECONOMIC SOC ENTERP ³³ 1. bad bad unacc bad ³³ 2. less acc bad unacc bad ³³ 3. acc bad unacc bad ³³ 4. good bad unacc less acc ³³ 5. exc bad unacc less acc ³³ 6. bad less acc unacc bad ³³ 7. less acc less acc unacc bad ³³ 8. acc less acc unacc less acc ³³ 9. good less acc unacc less acc ³³ 10. exc less acc unacc less acc ³³ 11. bad acc unacc bad ³³ 12. less acc acc unacc bad ³³ 13. acc acc unacc less acc ³³ 14. good acc unacc less acc ³³ 15. exc acc unacc acc ³³ 16. bad good unacc bad ³³1-Bad 2-Less acc 3-Acc 4-Good 5-Exc *<>. Del ESC³ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙF2-Save F4-Status F6-Ask F7-Enter F8-Answer F10-MenuFigure 2: Utility function editor of DEX: Some elementary rules for the evaluationof public enterprises are shownStage 2: Rule elicitation. This and the next stage may be repeated many times asthe user proceeds through the learning phase. The decision-maker is required togive some If-Then rules (called elementary decision rules) which explain how hefeels about particular combinations of attribute values (Fig. 2).This process is supported by the utility function editor of DEX (Fig. 2). Allcombinations are prepared by DEX in a tabular form; the user just �lls-in the valuesof some selected combinations. This makes the process of rule elicitation quick andpainless. Also, DEX has several commands that suggest combinations of values forthe user. The process of rule elicitation is, unless explicitly disabled, continuouslymonitored against consistency. The user is warned when an inconsistent rule hasbeen entered. There is also a possibility to display the whole set of rules in di�erentforms that show the same knowledge from di�erent viewpoints and at di�erentlevels of detail. This is an important feature that improves the transparency,5



comprehensibility and, implicitly, the quality of the knowledge base (Rajkovi�c &Bohanec 1990).Edit Copy Delete Report QuitÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ OPTION VALUES ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ2Í¸³ ENTERP ³³ Options ³³ Attributes Enterp.1 Enterp.2 Enterp.3 ³³ 1. PRF pos pos pos ³³ 2. dPF decr zero decr ³³ 3. P-A e c a ³³ 4. dPA decr incr decr ³³ 5. LIQ 1.25-1.5 1.25-1.5 1.25-1.5 ³³ 6. dLQ decr decr incr ³³ 7. PRD e a a ³³ 8. dPD decr incr incr ³³ 9. CAP [.5-.75] [.5-.75] gt 0.75 ³³ 10. dCP incr incr decr ³³ 11. FOR acc acc acc ³³ 12. SOC acc acc acc ³³ ³³ ³³ ³³ ³³ ³³1-Neg 2-Zero 3-Pos * Del ESC³ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙF2-Save F3-Load F4-Status F5-Edit F10-MenuFigure 3: Editor of options: Three enterprises are shownStage 3: Description and evaluation of options. Some sample options are thenselected from the user's experience for evaluation according to the rules just pro-vided. Each option may be assessed according to the attributes de�ned in Stage1. Once the values are fed in by means of a spreadsheet-like editor (Fig. 3), DEXevaluates all the options, suggesting how the rules supplied so far rate the options(Fig. 4). Generally, the user will become immediately aware of some attribute thathas been overlooked or whose importance depends on how well the other attributesare ful�lled. So, the user can return to Stage 1 or 2, so as to change the tree ofattributes or rules.This stage o�ers some additional functions for a thorough analysis of options.For example, DEX can explain the results of evaluation by emphasizing the mostadvantageous and disadvantageous features of each option (Fig. 5). In addition, itis possible to explain the line of reasoning that led to particular evaluation results,to perform \What-If" analysis, etc. An important feature is that options can beevaluated even when some data are missing or uncertain. The analysis is supportedby a powerful report generator, that allows the user to choose among various reportelements and formats. 6



View Report QuitÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ EVALUATION RESULTS ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ2Í¸³ ENTERP ³³ ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ» ³³ º ENTERP º ³³ º º ³³ ÇÄOptionsÄÄÄÄÄÄGroup: ICPEÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¶ ³³ º Enterp.1 less acc º ³³ º Enterp.2 good º ³³ º Enterp.3 exc º ³³ º º ³³ ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÑÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼ ³³ ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿ ³³ ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÏÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ» ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÏÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ» ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿ ³³ º FINANC º º ECONOMIC º ³ SOC ³ ³³ º º º º ³ ³ ³³ ÇÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¶ ÇÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¶ ÃÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ´ ³³ º bad º º less acc º ³ acc ³ ³³ º acc º º good º ³ acc ³ ³³ º exc º º good º ³ acc ³ ³³ º º º º ³ ³ ³³ ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÑÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼ ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÑÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼ ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ ³³ ³ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙF2-Save F6-Zoom Out F8-Zoom In F10-MenuFigure 4: Evaluation results for three enterprises5 Technical Information and RequirementsDEX is implemented in Turbo Pascal 5.5 for an IBM PC/XT/AT/PS or truecompatible computers that run the MS-DOS operating system (version 3.00 orhigher).Requirements:Computer: IBM PC/XT/AT/PS or true compatible(AT or PS are recommended)Operating system: MS-DOS version 3.00 or higherMemory: at least 512KB (recommended 640KB)Disk: hard disk is recommendedMonitor: DEX works with monochrome and colour monitors;no graphic card is requiredExtended memory: not required, but speeds up the execution7



Print Eject Settings QuitÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ (DIS)ADVANTAGES ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ Report Í¸³SELECTIVE EXPLANATION OF OPTION Enterp.1 ³³ ³³ADVANTAGES ³³ ³³Attribute Value ³³ ³³ÀÄSOC acc ³³ ³³³ ÀÄFOR acc ³³ ³³³ ³ ÀÄdCP incr ³³ ³³³ ³ ³ ÃÄPRF pos ³³ ³³DISADVANTAGES ³³ ³³Attribute Value ³³ ³³ÃÄFINANC bad ³³³ ÃÄRETURN bad ³³³ ³ ÀÄPROF-AB bad ³ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙF2-Save F4-Status F6-Previous F8-Next F10-Menu ESC-Continue Home EndFigure 5: Report generator: Selective explanation of an enterprise is shown6 Development HistoryDEX is based on decision methodology called DECMAK, �rst published in (Ef-stathiou & Rajkovi�c 1979). Since 1979, further research and development of themethodology and supporting software was performed at Jo�zef Stefan Institute,Ljubljana. DECMAK was gradually extended and tested in practical decisionmaking situations. The main extensions were made in order to support interactiveutility knowledge acquisition, explanation of the knowledge and explanation andanalysis of evaluation results. For these purposes, DECMAK was combined witharti�cial intelligence - the approach of expert systems and some machine learn-ing techniques were adapted for decision making. According to the speci�cs of the�eld, some new methods and concepts were also developed, for example an interac-tive question-answer dialogue, the concept of knowledge explanation and methodsfor analysis of options, e.g., selective explanation and comparison, and an optiongenerator.This e�ort resulted in a complex software package which was also called DECMAK.It was �rst implemented for a PDP-11 computer under RT-11 operating system.Later on, it was ported to VAX (under VMS) and, with major extensions, to IBMPC/XT/AT personal computers under MS-DOS.8



In spite of its success in practice (see Section 7), the DECMAK software had twomain drawbacks:� Complexity: DECMAK consisted of 19 separate computer programs. Thisrequired a well trained user in order to be able to run and combine all theseprograms. The result of such a complexity was that DECMAK was mainlyrun by its creators who acted as decision analysts in applications.� User interface: DECMAK was developed as a research prototype software.This resulted in a functionally very rich system, which was, on the otherhand, very di�cult to run. The user interface was mainly command-drivenand rather di�cult to learn.For these reasons, the development of a completely new system, DEX, was initiatedat Jo�zef Stefan Institute in 1988. The main goal was to implement an integrated(single) computer program which would comprise all the most important functionsof DECMAK in a meaningful way and which would provide a \user-friendly" man-computer interface.7 ApplicationsDEX and its research predecessor, DECMAK, have been applied in about fortycomplex decision making problems in industry and governmental, educational andresearch institutions in Yugoslavia, Italy and Peru. The main application areaswere the following:� evaluation of computer systems for enterprises,� selecting various software for enterprises and schools,� trading partner selection/evaluation,� ranking of applications for nursery schools,� expert team selection,� matching people to jobs,� advising children in choosing sports,� performance evaluation of enterprises,� evaluation of investment scenarios.9



It should be noted that there are two distinct classes of the problems; they di�erin the goals which are:1. to select the best option, for example to buy the best possible computer fora computer center of a company (this is usually a non-repeating decision), or2. to develop a methodology for the evaluation of options; this is usually arepeating decision (i.e., many times in the future), such as performance eval-uation of enterprises, business partners or investment scenarios.From the experience it follows that DEX is appropriate for both classes providedthat:� the decision problem �ts into the multi-attribute decision making schema,i.e., that the quality of options depends on several attributes;� the decision depends on qualitative judgment and expert rules rather thanexact mathematicalmodels (conventional quantitative decision making meth-ods may be more appropriate for the latter case);� the decision is complex enough, for example it depends on a large number ofattributes, say, more than 15 (otherwise, a conventional method |or evennone| might be preferable);Under these conditions, DEX o�ers some important advantages over the conven-tional approaches, particularly due to its:� qualitative knowledge representation and reasoning,� powerful and exible tools for knowledge acquisition,� transparency and explainability of knowledge and evaluation results.The time needed to develop a knowledge base with DEX varies considerably withthe problem. One of the above applications was completed in two days, althoughit resulted in one of the largest knowledge bases. On the other hand, there was anapplication where twenty days were spent to develop a relatively small knowledgebase. Usually, the stage of developing the tree of attributes is the most demandingone; on average, it takes 1 to 5 working days. The acquisition of rules depends onthe size of the tree, but it rarely exceeds two days since it is actively supported byDEX. Usually, it is completed in one day. The last stage, evaluation and analysisof options, may take up to several days. However, DEX is not a limiting factorin this stage, since it evaluates options in the magnitude of seconds. Rather, theconsumed time depends mainly on the availability of data, required depth of theanalysis and possible conceptual omissions in the knowledge base that require itsmodi�cation. 10



8 DEX SummaryPurpose: Interactive expert system shell specialized for multi-attribute decisionmaking.Stages of problem-solving:1. problem identi�cation,2. identi�cation of attributes and their structure,3. acquisition of elementary decision rules, and4. evaluation and analysis of options.Knowledge representation:1. one or more trees of discrete attributes, and2. decision rules that describe the impact of attributes to the �nal decision.Features of the program:� interactive acquisition of attributes and trees of attributes,� interactive acquisition of decision rules,� consistency checking of decision rules,� group decision making support,� treatment of uncertainty and imprecision,� interactive acquisition, evaluation and analysis of options.Implementation: IBM PC/XT/AT/PS computers under MS-DOS operating sys-tem (version 3.00 or higher) with at least 512 Kbytes of memory.Applications: DEX and its research predecessor, DECMAK, have been practicallyapplied in about forty complex decision making problems such as:� evaluation of computer systems for enterprises,� selecting various software for enterprises and schools,� trading partner selection/evaluation,� ranking of applications for nursery schools,� expert team selection,� matching people to jobs,� advising children in choosing sports,� performance evaluation of enterprises,� evaluation of investment scenarios.
11
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